
Adjectives                                                             Grade 5 

 

1: Read the sentences and circle the adjectives in each sentence. 

1. The green tree looked very healthy. 

2. There can be up to ten players on the basketball court. 

3. I have five fingers on my hand. 

4. The red house stood out on the block. 

5.1 bought a black shirt, for the play. 

6. There are eleven players on the football field. 

7. The blue sky looked beautiful at the beach. 

8. My eyes were red because of all the wind. 

9. We have fifteen more days of summer. 

10. My family went on vacation for seven days. 

11. The green and red shoes stood out amongst the others. 

12. I have five more tests to take this school year. 

 

2: Fill in the blanks with proper adjectives. 

1. Of the two sisters, Susie is the ______    (older, oldest) 

2. Riyadh is ______ from Jeddah than Makkah. (further, farther, either could be used here) 

3. I want ______ information. (farther, further) 

4. Sara is my ______ Sister. (elder, older, either could be used here) 

5. This painting is superior ______ that. (than, to, either could be used here) 

6. The injured were taken to the ______  hospital. (nearest, next) 

7. As soon as she finished one project, she started working on the _____ (nearest, next) 

8. You must act without any _____ delay. (farther, further) 



9. He is the ______ man in the town. (eldest, oldest) 

10. Is this the ______ edition of this book? (last, latest) 

11. He is the ....... of the two. (cleverer, cleverest) 

12. The meeting was attended by _____ parents. (the few, a few) 

 

3: Complete each sentence with the adjective that best fits. 

anxious blustery 

comfortable disoriented 

footprint gorgeous 

jealous luxurious 

naughty tedious 

 

 

1. Make sure you wear your coat closed and tighten your scarf as the wind is quite ______ 

outside. 

2. My new fleece pyjamas are fluffy and _____. 

3. My ______ little kitty climbed the curtains and spilled her milk. 

4. After spinning and spinning, I stopped and felt a bit ________. 

5. We sat and watched as the setting sun created a ______ sky. 

6. The velvet blanket my mother received as a birthday gift is soft, purple and 

feels ______ against my skin. 

7. I felt quite ______ watching my sister unwrap the new bicycle she received for her 

birthday. 

8. My new method of cleaning my room by paying my brother a nickel for each toy he 

picks up is _______. 



9. Tomorrow I am playing the piano on stage at the third-grade concert and I am feeling a 

bit _____. 

10. At first, helping my dad sort his nails and screws in the garage was fun, but then, it 

started getting a little _______. 

 

4. Complete this table. 

Adjectives/Adverbs Comparative Superlative 

    coldest  

  earlier    

    slowest  

long      

   more gladly    

hard      

    fastest  

  happier    

angrily      

  wiser    

    latest  

much      

  more careful    

expensive      

little      

  deeper    

  farther    

    best  

freely      

 


